Abstract—Web service composition is an important reuse way of service resources, through which large scale and complex applications based on Internet can get the newer and more reliable resources among the distributed nodes. An important challenge for web services composition is how to ensure the correctness and reliability of the composition process. CPN(Colored Petri Net) as a formal modeling and verification method not only provides formal semantics and a number of analysis techniques, but also is independent of the concrete flow description language(e.g. BPEL, WSCDL ).This paper presents an approach of formal modeling and verifying for web service composition and uses an instance to illustrate it.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Internet technique, service oriented compute(SOC) has been one of main contents of software engineering research field. Web service is a distributed, self-contained, self-describing module. Web service provides a way for developing systems based on components that is independent on any platform. But the functions provided by a single web service is limited, and cannot meet the needs of users, web service composition is becoming an important issue.

Web service composition has the ability to obtain exiting services and combine them to form new value-added services. A variety of methods have been proposed for modeling and verifying web service composition, and they are parted into three different categories[7]:

1) Web service composition based on Workflow

This method includes WSFL, WSCDL, WSBPEL and etc. It provides a static composition of pre-defined process, in which web services involved have usually been known. This method is lack of flexibility and automation. And it currently lacks the ability to test or simulate the correctness of workflow sequences. For example web service description language such as WSBPEL, WSCDL only gives syntax expression of process definition based on XML[12][13].

2) Web service composition based on artificial intelligence.

This method takes web service as artificial intelligence action. It uses input, output, precondition and effect (IOPE) to describe functions and behaviour of web service and when composing maps them to formal description. Web service composition satisfying requirement can be obtained by using formal axiom and inference. It is parted into three different categories based composition algorithm: planning approach, calculus approach and rules approach[10][11].

3) Web service composition based on formalization

This method utilizes maths and formal tools to describe, analyze and verify web service composition. It mainly includes state calculus (e.g. Petri nets) and process algebra (e.g. Pi calculus, CCS)[9].

The process of web service composition is usually an error-prone practice. If the process definition without being verified becomes operational, it often results in runtime errors, which causes software maintenance costly. To solve this problem, many researchers propose a lot of solutions. For example, using SPIN modeling tools verify web service composition whose language is WSFL. Using PAC and CWB-IN tools model and verify web service composition whose language is BPEL4WS based on BPEL calculus. However these solutions are usually dependent on the concrete flow description language[5][15].

CPN as a formal method and an extended version of Petri nets is a graphical formal method and has precise mathematic semantics and automated verification tools, which is suitable for modeling communication, concurrency and synchronization systems. Moreover it is independent of any concrete flow description language and can be more specific description of web composition by data flow and control flow[2][3][14].

This paper proposes a CPN-based method that can detect the bugs at design stage and assure the correctness of service composition by static structural analysis and dynamic behavioral analysis.
II. RELATED THEORY KNOWLEDGE

A. Formal Definition of CPN

A CPN is a tuple CPN=(∑,P,T,A,N,C,G,E,I) satisfying the requirements below[1][4]:

(i) ∑ is a finite set of non-empty types, called colour sets.
(ii) P is a finite set of places.
(iii) T is a finite set of transitions.
(iv) A is a finite set of arcs such that:
    - P ∩ T = P ∩ A = T ∩ A = ∅.
(v) N is a node function. It is defined from A into (P x T) ∪ (T x P).
(vi) C is a colour function. It is defined from P into ∑.
(vii) G is a guard function. It is defined from T into expression such that:
    - ∀ t ∈ T: Type(G(t)) = ∑.
(viii) E is an arc expression function. It is defined from A into expressions such that:
    - ∀ a ∈ A: Type(E(a)) = C(p(a)) ∈ ∑.
(ix) I is an initialization function. It is defined from P into closed expressions such that:
    - ∀ p ∈ P: Type(I(p)) = C(p).

B. Formal Definition of WS_CPN

To verify web service composition, we must map the CPN element to web service element, then create model for web service composition.

A WS_CPN is a tuple WS_CPN=(∑,P,T,A,C,G,E,I,In,Out) satisfying the requirements below[6]:

(i) ∑ is a non-empty colour set, and represents the data type of web service.
(ii) P is a finite set of place, and represents the state of web service.
(iii) T is a finite set of transition, and represents the operation of web service.
(iv) A is a finite set of arc, and P ∩ T = P ∩ A = T ∩ A = ∅.
(v) C is a colour function, every token value is data type C(p) (p ∈ P).
(vi) G is a guard function, it makes a mapping from transition t ∈ T to boolean expression. Except for input parameters, the called operation of web service must fulfill the G function.
(vii) E is an arc expression function. Arc expression that calls input and output parameters of operation of web service may be null.
(viii) I is an initialization function which is defined from p ∈ P to a closed expression that doesn’t contain any variable expression. It is used to specify the initial input parameters of the web service.
(ix) In is a input place, In = {x ∈ P ∪ T | (x, in) ∈ A} = ∅.
(x) Out is a output place, Out = {x ∈ P ∪ T | (out, x) ∈ A} = ∅.

III. VERIFICATION OF WEB SERVICE COMPOSITION

A. Structure of Web Service Composition

As the capability of an individual web service is limited, it is necessary to create new functions with existing web services. Web service composition is able to create a new value-added service and solve more complex problem by incorporating some existing web services together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. MAPPING BETWEEN ELEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web service composition elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web service composition includes four basic structures:
1) **Sequence structure**
   A service execution is after another.
   `<sequence>`
   S1
   S2
   `</sequence>`

   ![Sequence structure](image)

2) **Choice structure**
   According to the condition, a web service branch that meet the condition is executed.
   `<switch>`
   `<case condition="C1">`
   S1
   `</case>`
   `<case condition="C2">`
   S2
   `</case>`
   `</switch>`

   ![Choice structure](image)

3) **Parallel structure**
   Each web service is executed concurrently.
   `<flow>`
   S1
   S2
   `</flow>`
4) Iteration structure
One or more web services are iteratively executed until a boolean condition is evaluated to be false.

\[
\text{<process>}
\text{<while condition="C">}
\text{S 1}
\text{</while>}
\text{</process>}
\]

B. Dynamic Properties of Coloured Petri Net
When it is represented by a CPN, web service composition using the properties of coloured petri net can be analyzed and verified.

1) Boundedness properties
Definition 1: Let a set of token elements \(X \subseteq \text{TE}\) (we use \(\text{TE}(p)\) to denote the set of token elements that correspond to a given place \(p\)) and a non-negative integer \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) be given[1].

(i) \(n\) is an upper bound for \(X\) iff:
\[
\forall M \in [M_0>: |(M|X)| \leq n.
\]
(ii) \(n\) is a lower bound for \(X\) iff:
\[
\forall M \in [M_0>: |(M|X)| \geq n.
\]
The set \(X\) is bounded iff it has an upper bound.

2) Liveness Properties
Definition 2: Let a marking \(M \in \mathbb{M}\) and a set of binding elements \(X \subseteq \text{BE}\) (we use \(\text{BE}(t)\) to denote the set containing all those binding elements which correspond to a given transition \(t\)) be given[1].

(i) \(M\) is dead iff no binding element is enabled, i.e., iff:
\[
\forall x \in \text{BE}: \neg (M|x).
\]
(ii) \(X\) is dead in \(M\) iff no element of \(X\) can become enabled, i.e., iff:
\[
\forall M \in [M_0>: |(M|X)| \geq n.
\]
(iii) \(X\) is live iff there is no reachable marking in which it is dead, i.e., iff:
\[
\forall M' \in [M_0> \exists M'' \in [M_0> \exists x \in X: (M''|x)>.
\]

3) Fairness Properties
We use \(\text{EN}_X(\sigma) = \sum_{i \in N} \text{EN}_X(i|\sigma)\), \(\text{OC}_X(\sigma) = \sum_{i \in N} \text{OC}_X(i|\sigma)\)

Definition 3: Let \(X \subseteq \text{BE}\) be a set of binding elements and \(\sigma \in \text{OSI}\) an infinite occurrence sequence[1].

(i) \(X\) is impartial for \(\sigma\) iff it has infinitely many occurrences, i.e., iff:\n\[
\text{OC}_X(\sigma) = \infty.
\]
(ii) \(X\) is fair for \(\sigma\) iff an infinite number of enablings implies an infinite number of occurrences, i.e., iff:\n\[
\forall i \in \mathbb{N}: |(\text{EN}_X(i|\sigma)| = \infty \Rightarrow \text{OC}_X(\sigma) = \infty.
\]
(iii) \(X\) is just for \(\sigma\) iff a persistent enabling implies an occurrence, i.e., iff:\n\[
\forall i \in \mathbb{N}: [\text{EN}_X(k|\sigma) \neq 0] \Rightarrow \exists k \geq i: [\text{EN}_X(k|\sigma) = 0 \lor \text{OC}_X(k|\sigma) \neq 0].
\]

4) Home Properties
Definition 4: Let a marking \(M \in \mathbb{M}\) and a set of marking \(X \subseteq \mathbb{M}\) be given[1]:

(i) \(M\) is a home marking iff:
\[
\forall M' \in [M_0>: M \in [M']\).
\]
(ii) \(X\) is a home space iff:
\[
\forall M' \in [M_0>: X \cap [M'] = \not\emptyset.
\]

C. Formal Analysis of Coloured Petri Net
For formal analysis and validation, a full occurrence graph (O-Graph) need to be defined. The basic idea behind occurrence graphs is to construct a graph containing a node for each reachable marking and an arc for each occurring binding element.

\(\text{OG} = (V, A, N)\) satisfying the requirements below:

(i) \(V = [M_0>, V\) is a set of all reachable markings from \(M_0\).

(ii) \(A = \{(M_1, b, M_2) \in V \times \text{BE} \times V | M_1|b > M_2\}\).

\(\text{BE}\) is a set of all binding elements.

(iii) \(\forall a = (M_1, b, M_2) \in A: N(a) = (M_1, M_2)\).

Arc \(N\) satisfies \(N(a) = (M_1, M_2)\) which means the destination node \(M_2\) can reach from \(M_1\).

D. A Modelling Instance Analysis
Below, I give an example that is service composition of providing commodity in warehouse management system. It includes three services of checking commodity amount, selecting supplier(by the price of commodity) and updating commodity list. The figure 5 shows CPN model of web service composition.

For formal analysis and validation, a full occurrence graph (O-Graph) need to be defined. The basic idea behind occurrence graphs is to construct a graph containing a node for each reachable marking and an arc for each occurring binding element.

\(\text{OG} = (V, A, N)\) satisfying the requirements below:

(i) \(V = [M_0>, V\) is a set of all reachable markings from \(M_0\).

(ii) \(A = \{(M_1, b, M_2) \in V \times \text{BE} \times V | M_1|b > M_2\}\).

\(\text{BE}\) is a set of all binding elements.

(iii) \(\forall a = (M_1, b, M_2) \in A: N(a) = (M_1, M_2)\).

Arc \(N\) satisfies \(N(a) = (M_1, M_2)\) which means the destination node \(M_2\) can reach from \(M_1\).
### IV. CONCLUSION

Before we construct a key system based on web service composition, formal modeling and validation are essential for it. CPN model as a formal specification or presentation is an executable model. By means of formal analysis methods, it is possible to investigate the behaviour, verify properties, which can obtain increased confidence in the correctness of the model, and thereby the system[8].
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